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Biomedical HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) can drastically decrease 
the transmission of HIV between sexual partners. However, peer evalua-
tions may worry men who have sex with men (MSM) that are considering 
or taking PrEP. We used a trait transference paradigm to characterize at-
titudes towards PrEP users, their sexual behavior, and transference effects 
on their social network. We recruited 339 men across nine U.S. cities from 
advertisements on a phone dating application. They judged vignettes about 
MSM and associated friends on their trustworthiness and responsibility, 
with the main character described as either having frequently changing 
partners (FCP) or being monogamous, and taking PrEP or not. We found 
PrEP praise within our U.S. sample, especially when evaluating responsi-
bility, while FCP behavior was negatively evaluated. Minimal transference 
effects suggested judgments about sex-related actions anchor to the actor. 
These insights identify contextual boundaries of associative cognition and 
can inform interventions hoping to improve PrEP acceptance and uptake.
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In 2012, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved the drug Truvada® as 
a biomedical HIV pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) for HIV–negative individuals. 
PrEP involves a daily antiretroviral oral pill, and a daily or event-based PrEP regi-
men has been shown to be an effective strategy for reducing HIV transmissions 
(Anderson et al., 2012; Donnell et al., 2014; Jiang et al., 2014). Surprisingly, there 
has been a slow uptake of this medication by the target population, men who 
have sex with men (MSM) (Kirby & Thornber-Dunwell, 2014), spurring a need to 
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identify possible obstacles. The social consequences that arise from an individual’s 
sexual conduct and their choice to take PrEP could deter MSM from taking an ef-
fective sexual health medication like PrEP and prevent them from seeking infor-
mation or from building relationships within their peer community. Therefore, we 
focus on mapping the social perceptions of PrEP users and how these perceptions 
may generalize to their close friends to better characterize one such barrier: PrEP 
stigma.

PRACTICAL AND SOCIAL BARRIERS TO PREP USE

Despite high prevention efficacy and effectiveness, there are practical barriers 
to PrEP uptake: difficulty adhering to a daily regimen (Grant & Marshall, 2013; 
Pérez-Figueroa, Kapadia, Barton, Eddy, & Halkitis, 2015); cost and lack of insur-
ance coverage (Auerbach, Kinsky, Brown, & Charles, 2015; Grant & Marshall, 2013; 
Peng et al., 2012; Pérez-Figueroa et al., 2015); possible side effects (Auerbach et al., 
2015; Grant & Marshall, 2013; Pérez-Figueroa et al., 2015); lack of exposure to PrEP 
information (Pérez-Figueroa et al., 2015); and lack of access to related sexual health 
resources (e.g., condoms or HIV tests) (Ayala et al., 2013). 

Next to these hurdles, there is increasing evidence that social evaluations may 
also play a crucial role in PrEP uptake (Ayala et al., 2013; Calabrese & Underhill, 
2015; Gallagher et al., 2014; Haire, 2015; Liu et al., 2014). For example, a study 
with MSM reported that perceived PrEP stigma (i.e., the assumption that the use 
of PrEP fosters risky sexual behavior) was negatively associated with PrEP ac-
ceptance (Ayala et al., 2013). There is even a recent linguistic trend that specifically 
labels PrEP users as “Truvada Whores”1 (An et al., 2014; Calabrese & Underhill, 
2015; Duran, 2012; Sobo, 2012), a targeted variant of the pejorative use of the term 
“whore” or “slut” known to generally occur between MSM (McDavitt & Mutchler, 
2014). As such, one consideration for an individual thinking about starting PrEP 
may be how others will perceive them and the consequences of those perceptions. 
For example, knowledge of someone’s PrEP use influences decisions about po-
tentially having sex with that person (i.e., PrEP sorting) among MSM (Martinez 
& Jonas, 2019). This social component invites the possibility that specific evalua-
tive dimensions underlie PrEP judgments, that PrEP judgments may operate at a 
relational level, and that this relational aspect may activate associative cognitive 
mechanisms that exacerbate consequences of PrEP judgments.

EVALUATIVE UNDERPINNINGS OF PREP

PrEP is not only relevant for the individual, but it also impacts romantic relation-
ship and dating contexts. The documented stigma surrounding PrEP suggests 
that PrEP users are devalued on foundational dimensions of social stereotyping, 

l. It should be noted that “Truvada Whore” has recently been reclaimed by PrEP activists through 
the use of the hash tag #TruvadaWhore on social media to instigate discourse over PrEP use and 
stigmatization (Baker, 2015; Glazek, 2016), similar to the reclaiming of “queer” (Brontsema, 2004).
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warmth (or morality), and competence (or responsibility) (Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 
2008; Fiske, Cuddy, & Glick, 2007; Rosenberg, Nelson, Vivekananthan, & John-
stone, 1968; Wojciszke, 2005) that have been shown to play a role in relationship 
and dating contexts (Eckes, 2002). PrEP is thought to increase the number of sexual 
partners (Haire, 2015), which is perceived as immoral behavior where targets are 
held responsible for the negative outcomes of their sexual behavior (McDavitt & 
Mutchler, 2014; Smit et al., 2011). PrEP can also be perceived as an alternative to 
condoms that increases sexual risk taking, contradictory to the goal of sexual safe-
ty. PrEP users may therefore be seen as irresponsible, since they are assumed to 
take more sexual risks at their peril, and are untrustworthy under the assumption 
they frequently change partners (FCP) and may not be faithful to a main partner. 
Therefore, we hypothesize that FCP behavior should be judged as less responsible 
and trustworthy in individuals, and if the “Truvada Whore” phenomenon can be 
empirically captured, we expect PrEP use to also lead to similar negative evalua-
tions. 

GENERALIZED ATTITUDES: PREP IS RELATIONAL

While research has focused on the negative effects of PrEP or sexual judgments on 
the targeted individual (Brown & Trevethan, 2010) or the group as a whole (Quirk, 
Wolitski, Parsons, Gómez, & Men, 2006; Smit et al., 2011), less is known about its 
more relational effects. Following work on generalized attitudes, a further consid-
eration involves how this decision subsequently affects how their friends are per-
ceived, potentially increasing the social cost of PrEP use. PrEP is an HIV preven-
tion tool that has become part of a discourse surrounding MSM and the LGBTQI 
community indicated, for example, by the rise in PrEP activism (Reynolds, 2014), 
articles in popular media discussing “Truvada Whores” (Baker, 2015; Duran, 2012; 
Glazek, 2016; Sobo, 2012), and social media activities such as activist groups like 
“prep4love” on Instagram®. Geo-spatial dating apps used by MSM serve an im-
portant impression-formation function, too (Blackwell, Birnholtz, & Abbott, 2014). 
PrEP discourse and attitudes therefore have the potential to shape and be shaped 
by associative processes. Given that friendships are a highly important bond for 
MSM (Gillespie, Frederick, Harari, & Grov, 2015; Weston, 1991), we hypothesized 
that social judgments of PrEP users and their sexual behavior might also general-
ize and target their associated friends, constituting an additional social barrier.

Generalization represents the phenomenon whereby an attitude or behavior to-
wards a target is transferred and is triggered by or affects a related secondary tar-
get (De Houwer, Thomas, & Baeyens, 2001; Glaser et al., 2015). For example, if one 
associates a liked or disliked object with a neutral object, the neutral object takes 
on the valence of the associated object (Hofmann, De Houwer, Perugini, Baeyens, 
& Crombez, 2010; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Similarly, the evaluation of an indi-
vidual can transfer and affect perception of and behavior towards individuals re-
lated through co-occurrence (Walther, 2002), meaningful relationships (Martinez, 
Mack, Gelman, & Preston, 2016; Przybylinski & Andersen, 2012), group member-
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ship (Crawford, Sherman, & Hamilton, 2002; Gawronski, Geschke, & Banse, 2003; 
Ranganath & Nosek, 2008; Ratliff & Nosek, 2011; Stark, Flache, & Veenstra, 2013), 
physical similarity (Gawronski & Quinn, 2013; Verosky & Todorov, 2013), balanced 
attentional processing across targets (Uleman, Adil Saribay, & Gonzalez, 2008), 
and even spatial proximity (Hebl & Mannix, 2003). 

Generalization is supported by associative memory mechanisms which are 
thought to bind related elements of experience in an associative network (Gaw-
ronski & Bodenhausen, 2011; Schlichting & Preston, 2015; Zeithamova, Dominick, 
& Preston, 2012) or relational schema (Andersen, Tuskeviciute, & Przybylinski, 
2017). Over experience, the network links are strengthened and the activation of 
one element can activate connected elements, which can have the consequence of 
diffusing information or evaluation to those elements, such as valence (Martinez 
et al., 2016; Wimmer & Shohamy, 2012). Attitude generalization could therefore 
prove to be a powerful mechanism by which PrEP judgments affect multiple indi-
viduals across MSM social relationships.

THE CURRENT RESEARCH

To interrogate the extent to which the “Truvada Whore” phenomenon is reflected 
in social judgments of MSM who take PrEP and their friends (e.g., negative re-
sponsible and trustworthy evaluations), we employed a vignette-rating paradigm. 
In line with the sparse information approach that would be encountered in online 
dating contexts, we created a survey containing multiple short vignettes with the 
goal of examining social judgments of PrEP and sexual behavior and how they 
might affect multiple individuals. The vignettes portrayed a male main character 
using PrEP (or not) and having sexual relations within a monogamous relation-
ship or FCP. These four conditions represent examples of possible experiences in 
the world: men who engage in FCP behavior and take PrEP (e.g., individuals with 
FCP behavior or PrEP advocates who promote sex positivity) or not (e.g., men 
who use alternative methods of safety like condoms or individuals showing high-
risk sexual behavior) and monogamous men who take PrEP (e.g., serodiscordant 
couples or men in relationships who take a safety-first approach or men with clini-
cally relevant HIV anxiety) or not (e.g., men who rely on condoms or on the exclu-
sivity of monogamy). 

Moreover, these vignettes also mentioned a long-term platonic friend in each of 
the main character’s life. The critical question was how the participants not only 
judged the main character, but also their friends. Judgments of the main characters 
help characterize how the combination of PrEP and sexual behavior is perceived 
in our sample of MSM while the friends’ judgments provide insight on whether 
judgments of sexual health and behavior can transfer across social relationships 
and affect evaluations through associative mechanisms. 
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METHOD

Participants and Design. The design was a 2(PrEP vs NoPrEP) x 2(FCP vs. mo-
nogamous) within-subjects design. Using a convenience sampling approach, 450 
participants were recruited from push message advertising (in the period of July 
11 to July 18, 2015) on an online smartphone geospatial dating application geared 
towards MSM. The application is used by many MSM as a way to find sexual 
partners and therefore targets a very specific population that represents the ideal 
market for PrEP. Due to the limited time window and convenience sampling tech-
nique, we aimed at obtaining as many responses as we could. The advertisement 
provided a chance to win one of 20 $35 gift cards or an Apple watch. The message 
was spread across two days within a week span and targeted men across nine geo-
graphically separated U.S. cities: Austin, TX, Columbus, OH, Hartford, CT, Miami, 
FL, Pittsburgh, PA, Sacramento, CA, San Diego, CA, Seattle, WA, and St. Louis, 
MO. 

All participants consented in accordance with the University of Amsterdam’s 
institutional review board (2015 SP-4584). The survey was offered in English and 
Spanish. After exclusions for incomplete surveys (n = 103) and multiple entries (n 
= 8), the final eligible sample included 339 men (ages 18–81, mean age = 32.6). The 
racio-ethnic distribution consisted of 52.5% Caucasian, 25.4% Latino, 7.7% Asian, 
7.4% African American, .6% Pacific Islander, .3% Native American Indian, and 
6.2% Other. Additionally, 258 of the men were HIV negative and not taking PrEP, 
31 were HIV negative and taking PrEP, 25 were living with HIV, 23 did not know, 
and 2 declined to reveal their serostatus. 

Vignettes. The vignettes used in this study were the same vignettes used in Mar-
tinez and Jonas (2019). They contained a main character who was differentiated by 
Sexual Behavior (either FCP or monogamous) and by PrEP use (taking PrEP: PrEP, 
or not: NoPrEP), and a description of an activity that related the main character 
with a good platonic male friend (see Supplementary Table A, found at https://
osf.io/3mf75). There were two vignettes that represented each combination of the 
Sexual Behavior and PrEP use conditions, resulting in eight vignettes total that 
each participant read. Each story indicated whether the main characters used PrEP 
or not. The FCP characters were portrayed as regularly partaking in what can be 
considered “risky” sexual encounters with multiple partners in a variety of sexual 
settings (e.g., “V and his good friend D host a movie night every weekend. V uses 
Truvada and loves to sleep with as many bareback gays at the local bath house 
as possible”). The monogamous men were portrayed as being sexual with their 
main partner only (e.g., “T and his boyfriend fuck raw and take Truvada daily for 
safety. F, T’s good friend, often goes on road trips with him”). Presentation of the 
vignettes was randomized across participants.

The descriptions explicitly noted that none of the main characters used condoms 
in any condition. Their sexual position preference was also left ambiguous. The 
friend activities depicted one of four domains (food, leisure, travel, workout) and 
were counterbalanced across PrEP use. The names of the characters were desig-
nated by a single capital letter and there were no overlapping letter pairs or any 
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letter repetition. Two decisions should be noted in the context of the vignettes. 
First, some of the vignettes contained very explicit language. The language was 
chosen for three reasons: It is commonly understood and used among MSM when 
discussing condomless sexual acts and it provided variety in describing the same 
kind of act to keep the task engaging. Moreover, using more abstract, scientific 
medicalized language—for example, “condomless anal intercourse” instead of 
“fuck raw”—is often perceived by the target group as distancing and even dis-
criminatory (Spieldenner, 2016). The second decision was to implement a vast dif-
ference in the described activities of the main actor and the friends. This differ-
ence can be considered a conservative test of the transfer effect. If the friend was 
also directly associated with the sexual activities of the main character, we would 
not be able to disentangle whether an evaluative transfer occurred between friend 
pairs or if the sexual activity itself drove the evaluations of the friend irrespective 
of the main character.

Measures. Judgments were made about the trustworthiness and responsibility of 
the characters and, as a manipulation check of perceptions of FCP, how “slutty” 
they were. While “slut” is commonly used in the community and was the actual 
phrasing of the measure, for this article we will refer to this as measuring percep-
tions of FCP. The measures included a five-point scale where a 5 represented a very 
trustworthy, responsible, or FCP rating and a 1 reflected a very untrustworthy, 
very irresponsible, not FCP rating. Ratings of the characters were completed im-
mediately after reading each scenario at the participant’s leisure and the survey 
allowed pausing (median = 17 minutes, mean = 62 minutes).

This task was part of a larger survey to characterize MSM PrEP users in the Unit-
ed States across many dimensions: legal, economic, psycho-medical, and social. 
Those measures are beyond the scope of this article. Additional questions about 
affiliative intent were also asked about the characters in these vignettes, however 
these measures are reported in another article (Martinez & Jonas, 2019). Thus, we 
report all pertinent measures, manipulations, and exclusions in this study, and the 
full sample was collected before data analysis.

Data Analysis Plan. Main analyses were performed with a subset of the sample 
(n = 258) that declared themselves as HIV negative and not currently taking PrEP, 
unless otherwise noted. This was the largest group in our sample and the most 
relevant population, as they are the targets for PrEP use, but also for PrEP stigma 
effects. In order to provide careful inferences of transference, we report two tests. 
The first examines the correlation between participants’ ratings of the main char-
acter and the friend in each condition. First, each participant’s ratings were aver-
aged across the two vignettes per condition to obtain one score per participant for 
the main and friend characters. This procedure fulfills the correlation requirement 
of independence of observations. Then, between-participant correlations were cal-
culated per condition and per trait rating. Such a correlation could suggest that 
individual participants generalized their judgments across friend pairs.

The second test of transference focuses on aggregate-level transference. To do 
this, responsibility and trustworthy ratings were independently predicted by an 
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interaction between PrEP, Sexual Behavior, and Character. The PrEP x Sexual Be-
havior interaction maps judgments of different sexual and health behaviors. The 
character moderator tests the magnitude of transference by assessing if effect size 
differed between main and friend characters. 

For specific tests of the “Truvada Whore” hypotheses that characterize the actual 
judgments given to the characters, we then assess the PrEP x Sexual Behavior in-
teraction from the same model separately for the main and friend characters. 

For interested readers, exploratory moderator analyses that examined group dif-
ferences in these ratings due to discriminatory attitudes, interest in taking PrEP, 
or sexual health status can be found in the supplementary material (Figure S1 and 
Tables D, E, F, found at https://osf.io/3mf75).

Regression analyses were conducted using mixed-effects models in the R pack-
age “lme4” version 1.1-11, with participants and vignettes as crossed random ef-
fects to control and account for multiple sources of variation and dependencies 
in the data (Baayen, Davidson, & Bates, 2008; Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012). The 
models allowed within-subject slopes to vary by participant and varying inter-
cepts by the vignettes, with the goal of using the maximal random effect structure 
allowed by the data (Barr, 2013; Barr, Levy, Scheepers, & Tily, 2013). The maximal 
model did not converge for the responsibility ratings; however, removing the high-
est order interaction helped convergence. Planned comparisons and confidence in-
tervals were computed using Satterthwaite approximated degrees of freedom with 
the Least-Squares Means (“lsmeans”) package in R version 2.25 (Lenth & Hervé, 
2015). Effect sizes (d) were calculated by dividing betas by the standard deviation 
of the residual variance of the models (Rouder, Morey, Speckman, & Province, 
2012). For raw means and standard deviations, see Supplementary Tables B and D. 
The data, scripts, and supplementary material can be found at the following Open 
Science Framework archive: https://osf.io/3mf75/.

For complete regression tables of the main analyses (Supplementary Table C), 
the interest and attitude moderators (Supplementary Table E), and the HIV and 
PrEP status moderator (Supplementary Table F), see the corresponding supple-
mentary tables. 

Power Analysis. While post-hoc power analyses are often considered to be un-
informative (Hoenig & Heisey, 2001), we provide compromised power analyses, 
each using 100 Monte Carlo simulations of the mixed regression models using the 
“simr” R package (Green & Macleod, 2016). We searched through a limited range 
of effect sizes for the minimum Sexual Behavior x PrEP use interaction effect we 
could detect with around 80% power given our sample size of the main analyses, n 
= 258, and an alpha of .05. The smallest effect we could detect for the responsibility 
ratings at 79% power was d = .358, a little smaller than our observed effect, d = .38. 
For trustworthiness ratings, with 85% power the effect would have needed to be d 
= .43 to be detected, much larger than our observed effect, d = .06.
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RESULTS

Trait Correlations. Trustworthiness and responsibility were highly correlated for 
the main character, average r = .79, and the friend, average r = .89,2 however the 
two measures are reported separately as they are conceptually distinct. While FCP 
mainly served as a manipulation check, see below, it was negatively correlated 
with trustworthiness, average r = -.49, and responsibility, average r = -.45, for the 
main characters. The same occurred with trustworthiness, average r = -.43, and 
responsibility, average r = -.46, of the friend characters. 

Promiscuity Manipulation Check. To examine whether the promiscuity of the char-
acters in our stories was perceived as intended, we ran mixed models to predict 
the FCP measure from the interaction of sexual behavior and PrEP use separately 
within the main character and the friend ratings. Only the sexual behavior, specifi-
cally FCP, of the main character predicted FCP ratings, b = 1.41, d = 2.16, SE = .075, 
t(38) = 18.64, p < .0001, with no effects of PrEP use or the interaction, ps > .311. Fur-
ther, there were no effects in the FCP ratings of the friends, ps > .32. As such, not 
only did this measure serve as a manipulation check that the promiscuity of the 
characters described in the vignettes was perceived as intended, it also suggests 
that PrEP use itself may not be directly related to perceptions of FCP. This measure 
was not analyzed further.

Perceptions of Main Characters. This section focuses on characterizing judgments 
of the main characters. A strong interpretation of the “Truvada Whore” hypothesis 
predicts two simple effects: that participants should rate the FCP and PrEP using 
characters as less responsible or trustworthy than their monogamous and NoPrEP 
counterparts. An interaction would instead suggest that the phenomenon is more 
nuanced: that evaluations of PrEP use will depend on the associated sexual be-
havior.

The responsibility ratings exhibited an interaction between Sexual Behavior and 
PrEP use, b = .283, d = .43, SE = .067, 95% CI [.15, .42], t(33.04) = 4.23, p = .0002; 
Figure 1A. In the monogamous condition, NoPrEP characters were rated as less 
responsible than PrEP characters, b = -.876, d = 1.33, SE = .063, 95% CI [-1.0, -.75], 
t(81.69) = -13.98, p < .0001. The FCP condition showed the same pattern, but the 
difference was smaller, b = -.593, d = .902, SE = .062, 95% CI [-.71, -.47], t(78.44) = 
-9.60, p < .0001. FCP characters were judged as less responsible than monogamous 
characters, b = -1.53, d = 2.3, SE = .07, 95% CI [-1.7, -1.4], t(109.74) = -21.86, p < .0001.

For trustworthiness, there was no interaction between Sexual Behavior and PrEP 
use, b = .047, d = .07, SE = .09, 95% CI [-.13, .23], t(21.04) = .543, p = .593; Figure 1B. 
NoPrEP characters were rated as less trustworthy than PrEP characters, b = -.403, 
d = .64, SE = .07, 95% CI [-.54, -.27], t(28.29) = -6.15, p < .0001. FCP characters were 

2. We conducted an exploratory factor analysis (PCA) with varimax rotation; the model extracted 
three factors with an eigenvalue > 1.6 and explained 60.5 percent of the variance. Factor 1 included 
all trustworthy and responsibility ratings for the FCP main character (factor loadings < .77 and >.59). 
The second and third factors distinguished between monogamous main characters taking PrEP 
(factor loadings <.81 and >.72) or not (factor loadings <.75 and >.67). A two-factor solution integrated 
the monogamous main character into one factor (factor loadings <.75 and >.60).
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rated as less trustworthy than monogamous characters, b = -.986, d = 1.56, SE = .08, 
95% CI [-1.5,-.83], t(55.99) = -12.40, p < .0001. 

Contrary to the “Truvada Whore” hypothesis whereby PrEP itself is stigma-
tized, PrEP use boosted the perceived responsibility of monogamous characters 
more than FCP ones and thus the combination of monogamy and PrEP use was 
judged positively. Partially in support of the hypothesis, evaluations of PrEP use 
were negative when paired with FCP behavior, suggesting it is the associated sex-
ual behavior that drives PrEP judgments. It is worth noting that even in the FCP 
condition, PrEP use was seen as more responsible than NoPrEP. The trustworthy 
ratings reflected the same pattern, but only through simple effects where FCP and 
NoPrEP were judged as less trustworthy, suggesting a possible asymmetry in how 
the domains are related to PrEP judgments. 

Generalization of Judgments to the Friend Characters. It was hypothesized that at-
titude generalization might influence the rating of an affiliated other, and thus 
the pattern of judgments for the associated friend should be similar to the main 
character. Likewise, generalization may not operate in this context and would pre-
dict non-congruent patterns between judgments of the friend and main character. 
Here, we report two tests of transference that focus on the question of general-
ization. The first is a regression approach where similar aggregate-level pattern 
and magnitude of characterizations of the friends as the main characters would 
be indicative of generalization. The second is a correlation approach where higher 

FIGURE 1. Judgment ratings. A) Average responsible ratings 
for the main and friend characters who were monogamous or 
frequently changing partners (FCP) and taking PrEP (PrEP) or not 
(NoPrEP). B) Average trustworthy ratings for the main and friend 
characters. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals. 
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correlations between participant-level ratings of the main and friend characters 
could be indicative of generalization.

Regression Analyses. To examine aggregate-level transference, whether the mag-
nitude of social judgments weakened as, or if, they transferred from main character 
to their friend, this analysis directly compared the ratings for the main character 
and the friend. There was a three-way interaction between Character, Sexual Be-
havior, and PrEP use for the responsibility ratings, b = .22, d = .34, SE = .082, 95% CI 
[.06, .38], t(2830.93) = 2.70, p = .007, but not for trustworthiness, b = .07, d = .12, SE = 
.084, 95% CI [-.09, .24], t(576.59) = .878, p = .380. The two-way interaction between 
Sexual Behavior and PrEP use that was significant in the main characters’ ratings 
was not significant in the friends’ responsibility ratings, b = .062, d = .09, SE = .067, 
95% CI [-.07, .20], t(33.04) = .928, p = .360; Figure 1A. Friends of NoPrEP users were 
only qualitatively rated as less responsible than PrEP friends, b = -.07, d = .10, SE = 
.04, 95% CI [-.15, .02], t(26.17) = -1.53, p = .138. Friends of FCP characters were rated 
as less responsible than friends of monogamous characters, b = -.211, d = .32, SE = 
.05, 95% CI [-.31, -.11], t(33.91) = -4.42, p = .0001. The sizes of these simple effects 
were also smaller than in the main characters’ ratings (ds > .80, ps < .0001).

The two-way interaction between Sexual Behavior and PrEP use was also not 
significant in the trustworthiness judgments, b = .027, d = .04, SE = .08, 95% CI 
[-.19, .14], t(14.34) = .351, p = .731; Figure 1B. Friends of PrEP users were not rated 
as significantly more trustworthy than friends of NoPrEP, b = .05, d = .08, SE = .06, 
95% CI [-.07, .17], t(14.91) = 0.95, p = .358. Friends of FCP characters were rated as 
less trustworthy than friends of monogamous characters, b = -.169, d = .27, SE = 
.06, 95% CI [-.29, -.05], t(15.89) = -3.00, p = .009. The sizes of these effects were mod-
erated by character: Character x Sexual Behavior, b = .82, d = 1.29, SE = .073, 95% CI 
[.68, .96], t(337.45) = 11.28, p < .0001, and Character x PrEP use, b = .35, d = .55, SE 
= .064, 95% CI [.23, .46], t(400.30) = 5.52, p < .0001. In both cases, the main character 
showed larger simple effects of PrEP use and Sexual Behavior than the friends. 

Overall, the friend character was evaluated negatively if they were friends with 
FCP characters (or evaluated better if friends with monogamous characters). The 
PrEP use of the main character had a minor effect on judgments of the friends. The 
main characters exhibited larger interaction and simple effects than the friends in 
the responsibility ratings and larger simple effects than the friends in trustworthi-
ness ratings, meaning that judgments primarily anchored to the main character. 
This pattern of results can be attributed to a weakening of judgment transference 
at the aggregate level.

Correlation Analyses. As a participant-level test of transference, we report cor-
relations between judgments of the main characters and friends in each condition. 
For both responsibility and trustworthy ratings, judgments of the main characters 
showed moderately sized correlations with judgments of the friends in each con-
dition (Figures 2A and 2B). These bivariate relationships provide some evidence 
that judgments of the main characters generalized and affected the associated 
friend. However, as can be seen from the plots, these correlations require some 
care in interpretation. 
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First, each condition showed varying levels of ambivalence. This means that 
while there were some participants that rated both characters positively or nega-
tively in every condition, the amount of either varied by condition. For example, 
the correlations in the monogamous conditions were mainly driven by the upper-
right quadrant of the plot (mainly positive ratings), whereas other conditions’ cor-
relations were driven by upper or lower left quadrants (a mix of positive and nega-
tive ratings across characters). Thus, the meanings of the correlations differ greatly 
as they are anchored on the mean tendency of each condition. Second, the bulk of 
friend ratings at every level of the main character’s ratings hovered around the 
middle of the scale (3): Out of 258 participants, the friends were rated a “3” by 132 
to 156 participants across conditions in the responsibility ratings and by 135 to 161 
participants in the trustworthy ratings. While some participants may be general-
izing their initial judgments, most are not. 

FIGURE 2. Correlations between main and friend judgments. A) Scatterplot of 
average responsibility ratings given to the main characters and associated friends per 
participant. B) Scatterplot of trustworthy ratings. Points are jittered to show density of 
data. Correlation values are provided along with 95% CIs in square brackets. FCP = 
frequently changing partners, Monog = monogamous.
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Overall, the transference analyses revealed that social judgments were largest in 
magnitude for the main character and greatly weakened if and when they trans-
ferred to the friend. Any forms of transference in the participant-level correlations 
were reflected as a weak generalization in the aggregate. This implies that while 
there were some individuals who exhibited a link between their judgments of the 
main and friend characters, there were more that judged the character pairs dif-
ferently. 

DISCUSSION

Increasingly, there are calls to take socio-sexual attitudes and context into account 
to provide a richer picture of potential barriers of PrEP uptake and its consequenc-
es for prevention efficacy (Auerbach & Hoppe, 2015; Calabrese & Underhill, 2015; 
Haire, 2015). Among social-media-using MSM, our findings provide empirical evi-
dence that responsibility and trustworthiness are integral domains that constitute 
attitudes towards PrEP (non) users with varying types of sexual behavior. Con-
trary to PrEP stigma, we found that participants rated PrEP use and monogamous 
sexual behavior as more trustworthy and responsible than FCP and not using PrEP. 
However, FCP behavior did lead to negative evaluations of PrEP users, suggesting 
associated behaviors drive perceptions of PrEP users. These negative evaluations 
were strongest among participants who 1) are not currently taking PrEP and HIV 
negative or who did not know or disclose their status or 2) are not interested in 
taking PrEP (see Supplementary Materials, found at https://osf.io/3mf75). The 
results also showed that attitudes towards a target’s FCP behavior did transfer but 
have a limited effect on associated friends, whereas attitudes based on PrEP use 
only affected the target individual. 

LIMITED EFFECTS OF ASSOCIATIVE TRAIT TRANSFER

Transference has a nuanced role in the case of PrEP stigma. The correlational anal-
yses indicated that some people do generalize their judgments in ways that follow 
the mean tendencies. In other words, if a main character was monogamous and 
taking PrEP, those who generalized tended to give mostly positive evaluations to 
both characters. This mean tendency was further corroborated by aggregate analy-
ses showing that the sexual behavior of the main character did matter to some 
degree in rating the friends. However, the correlation analyses also indicated that 
most individuals did not generalize, but rather unlinked their judgments of the 
friends from their judgments of the main character. This result was also corrobo-
rated in the regression analyses—despite the significant effect of the main charac-
ter’s sexual behavior on their friends’ judgments, the transfer severely weakened 
the effects. Associative transfer was only qualitatively exhibited for judgments of 
PrEP use. 
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These results suggest that judgments related to sexual health dominantly affect 
the targeted individual, with minor effects on whoever is associated with them. 
This stands in contrast to previous work showing that transference occurs through 
both significant and mere associations (Martinez et al., 2016; Walther, 2002). Typi-
cally, related elements are linked in an associative memory network whereby va-
lence may travel between activated elements (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2011; 
Schlichting & Preston, 2015). For example, one may encounter person “A” fre-
quently changing partners and perceive them as negative. That negativity may 
spread to representations of known friends of A, resulting in also perceiving the 
friends as negative. 

The small transfer effects in these data may signify an important contextual 
boundary for how relational memory and trait transference manifests in applied 
situations (Gawronski & Cesario, 2013). Research on implicit impressions shows 
that when descriptions of a behavior are accompanied by the actor and a second-
ary individual, spontaneous trait inferences are mostly bound to the actor due to 
greater attentional processing (Uleman et al., 2008). However, our task included 
important social relationships between the two individuals that should increase 
the chance of transference. More research is needed to examine why transfer was 
weak such that only a small subset of participants generalized. It is possible that 
PrEP or sexual judgments do not transfer by association in a sexual health context 
where onus is primarily placed on an individual’s own actions or agency (Smit 
et al., 2011). In other words, the overweighing of sexual responsibility unto a pri-
mary target may limit the spread of their evaluations across associations, espe-
cially when both the target and friends are not known well enough to create robust 
memory links between them (Gawronski & Bodenhausen, 2011). Other possibili-
ties include the friend being perceived as not sharing the relevant demographics 
of the main character (e.g., gender, sexuality), attention being dominantly focused 
on the main character, or maybe unfamiliarity with the targets such that transfer 
would occur between highly familiar relationships as would be encountered in 
close friend networks. In any case, our results do suggest that generalization of 
PrEP stigma may not be as widespread or strong as earlier qualitative work has 
suggested it to be.

ASYMMETRY IN DIAGNOSTICITY OF SOCIAL DIMENSIONS 

The results show that PrEP and sexual attitudes are indeed related to both trust-
worthiness and responsibility. The involvement of these two dimensions is con-
sistent with models from social cognition research that state warmth (related to 
trustworthiness) and competence (related to agency and responsibility) are funda-
mental facets of social judgments (Cuddy et al., 2008; Fiske et al., 2007; Rosenberg 
et al., 1968; Wojciszke, 2005). However, it appears that responsibility was the more 
diagnostic domain for PrEP evaluations than trustworthiness, in line with respon-
sibility shaming identified in HIV and FCP-related stigma (McDavitt & Mutchler, 
2014; Smit et al., 2011). Responsibility ratings showed a greater decline when FCP 
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and/or NoPrEP was involved and a boost in the monogamous PrEP characters not 
exhibited in the trustworthiness ratings. Moreover, responsibility ratings exhibit-
ed demographic group differences that were absent in the trustworthiness ratings 
(see Supplementary Materials, found at https://osf.io/3mf75). This asymmetry 
might point to an important distinction that participants dominantly see PrEP use 
as related to making informed risk-reducing decisions more so than just being a 
good person. 

LIMITATIONS

It should be noted that there are specific characteristics associated with this sam-
ple. The sample was obtained on a geospatial smartphone application geared to-
wards a very specific cohort of men who are actively seeking mating partners, and 
who are mostly not in a monogamous relationship. As such, it is currently unclear 
how our results will generalize across all MSM in the United States. For example, 
it is possible that judgments of PrEP-using characters may differ for individu-
als who staunchly oppose PrEP as alternatives to condoms (e.g., Addison, 2015; 
Crary, 2014) or those who do not use online dating applications because they are 
in strictly monogamous relationships. Given the nature of online samples, the data 
may only be representative of individuals who self-select into studies. But, at the 
same time, this characteristic is noteworthy as MSM seeking partners online may 
have more risky sexual behaviors and also more STIs and HIV infections (Elford, 
Bolding, & Sherr, 2001; Mettey, Crosby, DiClemente, & Holtgrave, 2003; Ogilvie et 
al., 2008, but see Davis, Hart, Bolding, Sherr, & Elford, 2013; Horvath, Rosser, & 
Remafedi, 2008), which makes them an ideal group for PrEP use. The convenience 
sample of this study is ethnically diverse. Most likely because we also offered the 
survey in Spanish, the study obtained a good representation of Latino Americans. 
Other ethnic groups were unfortunately represented at lower levels, which ren-
dered a between-ethnicity analysis statistically unstable. Future research should 
address this shortcoming, as ethnicity is shown to be an important factor in PrEP 
attitudes (Calabrese et al., 2016), and build upon the dating app-based sample of 
this study and include further relevant variables, such as sexual position prefer-
ence, which have their own unique relationship to sexual risk. 

One possible limitation is that the lack of a neutral condition in our design does 
not disentangle the direction of effects, such that it is unclear whether the pattern 
of results is driven by praise of PrEP use and monogamy or stigmatization of pro-
miscuity. There are normative assumptions made when labeling a form of lived 
experience as neutral. Our conditions represent a reductive way to examine what 
we believe are key social factors in many MSM’s lives as related to PrEP. Therefore, 
we emphasize that our results are a snapshot of the evaluative differentiation of 
these key factors and necessarily capture a mixture of effects. Future studies could 
focus on isolating these effects, yet it is questionable whether such an endeavor 
would have implications for improving PrEP interventions or mainly represents a 
theoretical discussion within lab-based research contexts. 
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One last limitation concerns the content and language of the vignettes. As a con-
sequence of our binary manipulation of sexual behavior (monogamous or FCP), we 
presented very limited and non-exhaustive versions of possible behaviors under 
these labels. Thus, care should be taken in interpreting our results such that they do 
not suggest all forms of frequent partner change will be stigmatized—for example, 
consensual non-monogamy. Instead, they suggest that the very extreme cases we 
presented, risky sexual acts, are negatively perceived. Relatedly, the extremity of 
the cases could have led to contrast effects such that our results are driven by social 
comparisons across vignettes. If the results are driven by contrast effects, we be-
lieve it does not change the theoretical conclusions, but adds a mechanistic expla-
nation. In fact, it may be more realistic in terms of how social comparisons occur in 
gay social networks. Lastly, one possible consequence of using explicit language in 
the vignettes is that problematic language itself may drive valenced evaluations of 
the characters. This concern would predict that the monogamous PrEP-using char-
acters, for whom the language happened to be the most explicit, would be given 
the worst evaluations. However, the results show this is not the case; in fact, they 
received the best evaluations, suggesting the specific language was not the main 
driver of evaluations, the character depictions were.

BIG PICTURE

The findings describe the judgments of sexually active men from across the U.S. 
online MSM community. Our approach speaks to the valuable contribution social 
cognitive paradigms can make in health-related research and application contexts. 
Insights from this work are highly relevant for practitioners, NGOs, and govern-
ment agencies interested in developing strategies or interventions to increase PrEP 
uptake and promote acceptance of PrEP to a wider target population (Grant et al., 
2014; Grov, Whitfield, Rendina, Ventuneac, & Parsons, 2015; Krakower et al., 2012; 
Pérez-Figueroa et al., 2015). In fact, our results are good news. Based on our find-
ings, PrEP use by itself was not linked to perceptions of FCP as expected from the 
“Truvada Whore” phenomenon or the PrEP stigma literature (Ayala et al., 2013; 
Calabrese & Underhill, 2015; Gallagher et al., 2014; Haire, 2015; Liu et al., 2014). 
Instead, the actual sexual behavior of those taking PrEP mattered more in shifting 
evaluations. PrEP use in the context of a monogamous relationship provided the 
best social evaluations in this study, whereas evaluations worsened when paired 
with FCP behavior. Thus, the symbolic link between Truvada® and “whore” may 
be more of an imaginary hurdle for PrEP uptake, while the associated behavior 
may be a more realistic one. Interventions to increase PrEP uptake could focus on allow-
ing MSM to reflect on the frequency of changing partners or polyamory they want them-
selves and their partners to be associated with Successful interventions could build on 
the impressive and responsible self- and other protection measures taken by PrEP 
users to protect themselves and their sex partners from HIV infections.

This research was an initial attempt at characterizing the interplay of cognitive 
and social mechanisms on perceptions of PrEP in line with aspects of the biopsy-
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chosocial model that emphasizes the necessity of examining the interaction of bio-
logical, psychological, and social factors on health (Engel, 1980; Suls & Rothman, 
2004). Our results are an advancement in this direction because of their linking 
an important sexual health drug to evaluative dimensions of social cognition and 
further showing that cognitive transference does not seem to lead to diffused judg-
ments that affect multiple targets in a sexual health context. The latter emphasizes 
the powerful weighting of an actor’s own behavior and sheds light on the limits 
of social cognitive mechanisms outside lab contexts and a reassurance that there 
may not be an extended social cost to PrEP use. However, to fully engage the scope 
and potential of the model for PrEP, further research should take an integrated 
approach to how social judgments relate to the actual choice to begin PrEP regi-
mens and partner selection, subsequent medical and health consequences, and the 
syndemic and cultural contexts in which these decisions are made (Halkitis, 2010; 
Halkitis, Wolitski, & Millett, 2013). 
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